
An individual or a professional arrives on the search engine : text box

1. Type in the search engine a name of a company, a domain of expertise, a name of an advisor

2. Location (city, country) + geotracking around you

3. A list is displayed (we can also filter once the list is displayed)

4. Make your choice

5. Click on the CTA "Book a free 30-min call"

The next step to book a call is to provide some information to the platform 

1st case scenario: I'm an individual and I'm doing the request for myself 2nd case scenario: I'm a professional and I'm doing the request for one of my clients/prospects 3rd case scenario: I'm a professional (service provider) and I want to be added in the search engine 

Email: text box Email: text box Email: text box

Phone number: text box Phone number: text box Phone number: text box

Password: text box Password: text box Password: text box

Goal of the meeting: drop-down list / text box Goal of the meeting: drop-down list / text box

THEN phone verification: the individual receives a text message with a code to confirm his/her identity and he has to input the code THEN phone verification: the individual receives a text message with a code to confirm his/her identity and he has to input the code THEN phone verification: the individual receives a text message with a code to confirm his/her identity and he has to input the code 

Next step after phone verification: fill in the profile:

Level of attractiveness: this 

information will be dispayed (TBD) 

with stars, or a bar of progress or 

any other idea. This is to show

how much the person is credible 

and trustworthy. Based on 100 

points Next step after phone verification: fill in the profile:

Level of attractiveness: this 

information will be dispayed 

(TBD) 

with stars, or a bar of 

progress or any other idea. 

This is to show

how much the person is 

credible and trustworthy. 

Based on 100 points

1. I am doing the request for myself 

2. I am doinf the request for a relative 3. I am doing the request for a prospect/client 

The professional can skip the company profile type (optional) ========>

Last name: text box Company name: drop-down list if the company is in our database / own input Company name: drop-down list / own input

First name: text box Country: drop-down list / own input Type of company: drow-down list

Amount I want to invest  Type of company: drow-down list Asset Under Management: how much money is the organisation managing - categories or text box

Tax residence country (important information as this will impact the type of advice): drop-down list Asset Under Management: how much money is the organisation managing - categories or text box 10 points Number of employees: categories or text box

1st step completed 25 points Number of employees: categories or text box Licence to operate: licence existing per country already added/own input

Licence to operate: licence existing per country already added/own input 10 points About us: text box

THEN the appointment is confirmed About us: text box Presentation on the company: any documentation - possibility to upload a file

THEN the Advisor receives a text message: "XX has requested a call with you to talk about the $100,000 he wants to invest, ideally in 

passion investment"

The text message will also include a direct link to the platform. 2 scenarios:

1. He confirms - 2 options: he pays 0,01% of the amount or he has a premium membership 

2. He refuses the appointment and has to give a reason Presentation on the company: any documentation - possibility to upload a file Website: text box

Website: text box Logo: upload

In the meantime and before the call happens, the individual can fill in more information in his/her profile: Logo: upload Working location: drop-down list/own input

Estimated total wealth (amount): text box or categories TBD (Retail, Mass affluent,HNWI) 15 points Fees: text box Job function: TBD

Wealth information 10 points Working location: drop-down list/own input Personal Asset Under Management (in my portfolio) : multiple choices

Main source of wealth: categories TBD (ex: 10% in real estate, 30% in passion investment, 60% inheritage) 10 points Job function: TBD Years of experience: drop-down list 

Annual income (amount): text box or categories TBD 10 points Personal Asset Under Management (in my portfolio) : multiple choices 10 points Resume: text box or upload via LinkedIn

Main source of income:  categories TBD (ex: 10% in real estate, 30% in passion investment, 60% inheritage) 10 points Years of experience: drop-down list Biography: text box or upload via LinkedIn

Date of birth: calendar (important information because for the Worldcheck there can be homonyms) 5 points Years of experience Languages: mulitple choices 

Are you a politically exposed person ? Tick the box - this information is important because today banks are worried about 3 types of 

profiles:

This part is self declarative, presence of a "i" to explain what it is 5 points Resume: text box or upload via LinkedIn Skype ID

Passport upload 10 points Biography: text box or upload via LinkedIn My domains of expertise: text box or drop-down list 

Languages: mulitple choices Fees

My domains of expertise: text box or drop-down list My hobbies: drop-down list

My hobbies: drop-down list Passport (+worldcheck) : upload 

Video presentation: upload a file or shoot a video with my webcam

Personal licences: TBD

My preferences to be contacted: add slots

Passport (+worldcheck) : upload 

Photo 


